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Abstract

This white paper outlines a long-term scientific vision for the development of digital-democracy
technology. We contend that if digital democracy is to meet the ambition of enabling a partic-
ipatory renewal in our societies, then a comprehensive multi-methods research effort is required
that could, over the years, support its development in a democratically principled, empirically and
computationally informed way. The paper is co-authored by an international and interdisciplinary
team of researchers and arose from the Lorentz Center Workshop on “Algorithmic Technology for
Democracy” (Leiden, October 2022).

For comments, suggestions, improvements, criticisms please reach out to the coordinating au-
thors listed at the end of the paper. We plan to update the document regularly.
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1 Digital tools for a participatory democratic revival?

Democratic crisis and participatory democratic revival Democracy is under pressure. Citi-
zens’ dissatisfaction with democracy has been running high for decades [FKS+20], and one of its causes
is the perception of a growing disconnect between political decision makers and citizens [Gil05, FA12,
WEATC+22, WF21]. Many citizens find themselves distrusting democratic institutions, feeling side-
lined rather than represented by political elites perceived to pursue the needs of various interest groups
over those of society. A chief route to counter these feelings and strengthen democracy is to better
include citizens throughout the deliberation and decision-making processes behind policy decisions
[Mat20, PL+20].

However, most existing approaches to civic engagement either include tiny numbers of citizens (as
in citizen assemblies) or exclude active deliberation and limit participation to the support of petitions
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(as in e-petitions). Furthermore, they typically fail to explicate a clear and transparent path from
citizens’ input to political action that is required for any democratic process [FSDB21]. In this position
paper, we echo earlier calls for the deployment of digital tools to overcome the limitations of existing
approaches to civic engagement. Digital tools are uniquely suited to address these shortcomings of
current approaches, as they allow for the development of scalable and interactive methods deployable
at various levels of governance: from local, to national and even global. However, we also identify
remaining roadblocks to the application of digital tools in a democratically principled way, and propose
a research agenda that directly addresses these challenges. We argue that an interdisciplinary effort
integrating insights from social, economic, psychological, political and computational sciences, as well
as the application of formal modelling and rigorous empirical testing, is essential to realize impactful
digital democracy that can gain the trust of citizens.

Participation that counts Participation needs to be impactful in order to overcome the divide
between citizens and decision makers. We use the term “citizens” here not in its strictly legal meaning,
but rather to refer to all the people residing in a given community and having rights of participation
towards the policy making of that community. The outcomes of citizen participation initiatives need
to feed into the legislative process and shape political decisions. To be sure, citizen participation
can inform political decision-making in various ways even without direct impact on policy making
[SBBM17]. However, forms of participation that are lacking an ex ante discernible effect on policy will
likely foster frustration, cynicism, and distrust in citizens and will worsen the divide between them and
political decision makers. Even one of the most ambitious citizen participation events to date, the EU’s
Conference on the Future of Europe, has been criticized for a lack of “clarity on the follow-up” and
“concrete recommendations to lead to legislative action or initiation of Treaty amendments” [Ngu21].

It is our view that a vicious circle of distrust between citizens and political decision makers consti-
tutes the major roadblock to more impactful citizen participation. Digital tools such as communication
platforms like Facebook and X (formerly Twitter) have allowed the public to express their concerns,
but are also a breeding ground for opinion polarization, the spread of fake news and conspiracy the-
ories, as well as troll attacks against decision makers, and hate speech. All of this fuels distrust on
the side of political actors. While there is broad agreement on the importance of political participa-
tion, there is also growing reluctance to actually involve citizens digitally. Online communication is
perceived as an unproductive black box, likely to generate digital outrage, personal harassment, even
offering a point of attack for political competitors or subversion by foreign powers. In fact, before the
launch of the Conference on the Future of Europe, 12 EU member states demanded that the conference
“should not create legal obligations, nor should it duplicate or unduly interfere with the established
legislative processes.”1 Alarmingly, this distrust reinforces citizens’ feelings of disconnect with policy
making: the reluctance of politicians to involve citizens fosters citizens’ feelings of being excluded from
decision-making, which in turn further demotivates politicians to involve (disgruntled) citizens.

Preconditions for impactful democratic participation We argue here that the dynamic of
distrust outlined above can effectively be overcome if citizen participation is approached with the goal
of meeting three key preconditions.

First, if participation is meant to translate into actual policy decisions, it is critical that partic-
ipation happens according to a transparent process. How the process unfolds should be clear to
participants. Steps need to be diligently documented in a privacy-respecting but traceable way, in
order to be able to demonstrate that outcomes are not the result of arbitrariness or manipulation.
Without proper documentation, citizens may not be able to gain trust in the process and political
actors may more easily disregard the outcomes of a participatory process.

Second, it is critical that participatory processes are open and fair. Every citizen able and in-
terested in participating in decision-making should have the opportunity to do so as a peer. This
includes: on the one hand, providing avenues to help citizens overcome digital divides, to transcend
cultural and gender norms around participation, and to enable participation in multiple languages;
on the other hand, to guarantee that the participatory process satisfies key democratic desiderata of
equality, inclusivity and representativity. When implemented at national or even international levels,

1“Conference on the Future of Europe: Common approach amongst Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Fin-
land, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands, Slovakia and Sweden”, 2021, https://www.staten-generaal.
nl/eu/overig/20210325/non_paper_conference_on_the_future/document
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this can imply that millions of citizens may want to contribute and that vulnerable, hard-to-reach, and
marginalized groups get the voice they need. If participation has direct impact on the lives of citizens,
then every citizen needs to be given the opportunity to participate.

Third, impactful participation requires participatory processes that are fit for purpose. Such
processes should be safe from undesired dynamics like the spreading of disinformation, opinion polar-
ization, hate speech, and be secured against fraud. At the same time, they should be able to fully reap
the benefits that the diverse insights emanating from wide participation can bring. It is important that
malicious behavior by trolls, bad-faith political actors, and exogenous powers is kept at bay, while the
contributions of good-faith participants are capitalized on. Democracy is already experiencing a crisis.
Well-intended but not well-designed participatory processes have the potential to deepen this crisis
rather than strengthen trust in democracy. The public and scholarly debate about echo chambers on
online social networks, about social bots, fake news propagation, and foreign interference in democratic
elections illustrates how digital communication technology can contribute to undemocratic outcomes
of public debates. Participation platforms need to be developed in a way that enables them to prevent
such undesired dynamics by design.

The untapped potential of digital democracy for impactful participation The current state
of democratic participation is worrisome. While there are clear paths for companies and interest groups
to lobby their ideas into democratic decision-making processes, citizens have very limited opportunities
to participate in deliberation and decision-making. Compounding this problem, current attempts
at enhancing democratic participation still fall short of delivering the means for impactful citizen
participation. And this holds even for the most high-profile efforts, such as the Conference on the
Future of Europe we mentioned above. Digital technology holds the promise to enable democratic
participation that is transparent, open, and fit for purpose. However, while public authorities from
all levels of government increasingly turn to digital democracy tools to improve citizens’ participation
[OEC20, SBBM17], the true potential of digital approaches is hardly exploited.

First, digital communication fosters transparency as it allows to document who was when con-
tributing what to a given debate or decision and to make this information publicly available. Existing
approaches to digital citizen participation are often criticized for a lack of transparency as to how the
input of citizens was ultimately incorporated in the final decision-making and for including multiple
filters between citizens’ input and final outcome.2

Second, digital citizen participation fosters accessibility. Online social networks demonstrate that
digital communication is possible even on national and international scales. What is more, digital
platforms allow users to interact asynchronously. That is, digital communication does not require that
participants meet at a given time and place, alleviating one substantial burden of participation. Exist-
ing digital citizen-participation approaches, however, often limit participation to the formulation and
support of petitions and, thus, fail to support a process of genuine deliberation. Likewise, approaches
that do include deliberation are often restricted to a few hundred participants usually selected at ran-
dom by sortition. While this approach has proven effective in eliciting fruitful and more representative
input for decision makers [VR16], its legitimacy as a tool to determine political decisions is open to
objections because sortition is, in and of itself, a barrier to participation.

Third, digital citizen participation is mediated by algorithms supporting deliberation and decision
making. Precisely this algorithmic layer of digital tools, once properly leveraged, makes it possible to
carefully craft participatory processes that are truly fit for purpose. Existing open-source platforms
such as LiquidFeedback [BKNS14] or Polis [SBE+21] (see Section 2 for an overview of the state of
the art) show this is possible. In 2018, the government of Taiwan crowd-sourced legislation, using
Polis, that enabled over 4000 citizens to deliberate for four weeks on how to regulate Uber’s operations
in Taiwan. The results of this large-scale deliberation were adopted by the country’s legislators and
became law.

While these attempts are encouraging, we need to move on from the current trial-and-error ap-
proach to the development of robust digital democracy technologies that shall serve us well in years to
come. Errors in the current phase involve the failure of participatory processes: not something we can
allow ourselves, given the already dire state of citizen participation. A more principled approach to
technology development is needed. Crucially, such an approach is within reach. Scientific disciplines as
diverse as philosophy, economics, computer science, political science, sociology, and social psychology

2Criticisms of precisely this nature have again been aired against the Conference for the Future of Europe [You22].
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already provide a rich theoretical and empirical toolbox to tackle the systematic design of platforms
that are fit for enhancing democratic participation.

2 No digital democracy without digital democracy science

For the reasons outlined above, our aim with this position paper is not to contribute to the philosophical
and normative debate about what democracy is. We take a much humbler, and practice-oriented
perspective and aim to contribute to the development of democratic institutions from a ‘procedural’
view-point. We view digital democracy as a library of computational tools that support such practices
at various levels in our societies, from the local, to the national and the trans-national. The challenge
is to identify the combination of tools that best meets the standards of transparency, openness, and
fitness for purpose in the settings that are relevant for the institutions or grassroots organizations that
intend to deploy such tools.

2.1 The state-of-the-art of digital democracy

Digital participatory tools: a short history Technology has been part of democratic practice
since at least Athenian democracy. In ancient Greece, for instance, the so-called kleroterion was used to
randomly select citizens into councils and public offices. But it was the advent of digital technology that
brought the relation between technology and democracy to the forefront. Starting in the 1960s, scholars
such as Gordon Tullock envisioned how emerging information technologies could be used to enable mass
direct participation to the legislative process on a national level [Tul67, Tul92]. Similar perspectives
have been echoed for decades by democratic theorists, from Robert Dahl [Dah08] to, more recently,
Hélène Landemore [Lan20, BLR21]. Currently, we are faced with a wealth of platforms for democratic
participation. These have been used for a variety of purposes: from citizens’ assemblies [Par19], to
participatory budgeting [MR09], to policy-drafting [RLL22], to full-fledged decision-making [SBBM17].
Prominent examples are: Polis [SBE+21],3 which was used in 2018 by the Taiwanese government to
crowdsource high-profile state-wide legislation on controversial matters such as the regulation of ride-
sharing services; Consul,4 which was developed by the Municipality of Madrid and has been used by
several cities worldwide and received the United Nations Public Service Award; YourPriorities,5 which
has been used for crowd-legislation and policy-making in Iceland since 2010; Decidim,6 which has been
used by the city councils of Barcelona and Helsinki; LiquidFeedback [BKNS14],7 which was developed
in the early 2010s and has been used by various political and civic organizations across Europe since.
Many more platforms exist, as demonstrated by the online databases of Democracy Technologies8 and
The Democracy Foundation9. Beyond the anecdotal successes in the deployment of participatory tools
such as the ones above, evidence is slowly accumulating that technology-mediated citizen participation
can improve perceived legitimacy and inclusiveness, as well as the quality of policies and government
decision-making [Fun15]. It is high time to fully tap into this potential.

The Conference on the Future of Europe The most ambitious digital participation initiative
in Europe so far has arguably been the “Conference on the Future of Europe”, an event organized
by the European Union that reached, digitally, more than 650,000 European citizens and generated
a joint declaration that was endorsed by the European Parliament (resolution 2022/2648(RSP)).10

One of the central instruments was the software Decidim, which allowed citizens to contribute in the
24 official EU languages and supported more than 52,000 active participants to debates and discus-
sions. These contributions informed four citizen panels consisting of 200 randomly selected European
volunteers. One of these panels was concerned with the “perceived distance between the people and
their elected representations” [Eur22, p. 20], the same observation that motivates the present position
paper. Recommendations formulated by these and other panels were repeatedly debated by a plenary

3https://pol.is
4https://consulproject.org
5https://citizens.is/your-priorities-features-overview
6https://decidim.org
7https://liquidfeedback.com
8https://democracy-technologies.org/database/
9https://democracy.foundation/similar-projects/

10https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20220509RES29121/20220509RES29121.pdf
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composed of citizens and politicians. The outcome of this process was a final report listing 49 proposals
for reformation of regional, national, and European policy. One of the central proposals developed
by this large-scale citizen participation was that citizens demanded regular direct participation on
regional, national, and the European levels. They also explicitly requested digital solutions. Similar
proposals were formulated in the Charter on Youth and Democracy, another European participation
initiative.11 In this charter, young Europeans demand more direct participation in regional, national,
and international legislative processes and explicitly call for digital tools such as e-voting.

However, despite the great ambition and the impressive deployment of digital tools, the Conference
on the Future of Europe has also been criticized. Most importantly, it remained unclear what the
impact of the conference was. Citizens formulated their demands and the European Parliament en-
dorsed the final report, but no clear legislative response followed. Markedly, the three aforementioned
conditions of transparency, openness, and fitness for purpose were not met. There was a notable lack
of transparency in the process transforming citizens’ input into the final set of proposals. Second, the
most significant part of the deliberative process and the actual decision-making were restricted to a
very small group of citizens (panels and the plenum). For most citizens, participation was limited to
writing and endorsing comments. Third, it is unclear to what degree the participation process was
actually fit for purpose. Can we consider the outcome to really represent the demands of European
citizens? Have the main issues citizens consider important been covered? To what degree has the
outcome been shaped by the politicians and experts who have been involved in the process? These
weaknesses limit the impact of this ambitious and visionary citizen participation process, precisely
because it is all too easy to disregard its outcomes as failing to truly reflect the interests of citizens.

In a nutshell, the Conference on the Future of Europe serves as an ideal-typical illustration of the
currently prevailing approach to digital participation. On the one hand, the conference demonstrates
that large-scale digital participation is technically possible and that there is a strong demand on the
side of citizens. On the other hand, it also illustrates that designing digital participation platforms
is challenging and that problematic design decisions may generate frustration and potentially even
intensify the sidelining of citizens.

2.2 The core technological challenge: from democratic values to software

Democratic values in digital democracy We documented above a strong demand for more citizen
participation in general, and for digital means to enable such participation in particular. Any digital
tool for democratic decision-making and participation operates in a context that is necessarily value-
laden. There are general fundamental values that both conceptually and legally define democracies
(participation, autonomy, rule of law) and fundamental rights and goods (free speech, various freedoms
from intervention and harm, protection of minorities, as captured, for example, in fundamental human
rights). These values, in practice, are subject to trade-offs, both at the abstract level and in the
individual case (e.g., effectively protecting individuals from harm may require prohibiting certain
kinds of speech). Those tensions and trade-offs are fundamentally not ours to resolve, last but not
least because they will be resolved differently across countries and across contexts. At the same time,
it is important to acknowledge that technology is not value-neutral [VdPR11], and this is even more
so the case in the democratic context we want to address.

From values to software Concrete system design decisions will impact features such as effective
participation and will likely do so in multiple complex ways. Importantly, designers will also have to
be vigilant to prevent discriminatory biases and include the necessary safeguards. This means that
we must necessarily adopt an instrumental perspective: If we want democratic tools to satisfy (or
even promote) a particular system behavior, that is how the software should be designed. Even with
that framing, there will be multiple limitations. Once understood what features promote impactful
participation, there will still remain instrumental questions about how manipulating those features in a
digital system promote the wider democratic goals. Such a question may sound simple, but the answer
will likely be the result of multiple independent, or semi-independent components, design features and
their interactions. Coming to understand these components and design features, and how they jointly
produce particular outcomes is what we believe is currently missing for the development of fit-for-
purpose digital democracy solutions. Understanding how specific design choices affect the democratic

11https://cor.europa.eu/en/our-work/Pages/charter-youth-democracy.aspx
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quality of digital democracy systems is the focus of the research efforts we are promoting.

Digital democracy as a complex socio-technical system We see it as a likely consequence of
the nature of the type of systems under study—complex systems of multiple interacting individual
agents with the possibility of feedback dynamics—that there will be no single unique answer of how
to design for effective participation. Instead, the likely outcome of research in this area will involve
formulating a space of possible designs along with evidence-based guidance on what designs might be
more or less appropriate with respect to particular value-based choices in a given context. Despite
the huge interest and demand in digital democracy, the interdisciplinary research endeavour aimed at
these tools is presently still rather far from such a deep instrumental understanding of the design space
of tools. Progressing toward that goal, given its intrinsic complexity, will consequently have to resort
to a rich combination of methods.

2.3 The core research challenge: democracy requires scientific rigor

As argued in the previous section, design decisions have an impact on whether and to what degree a
given software is able to realize democratic values. Thus, it is critical that such decisions are made
explicit and that they are explained. That is, developers need to be able to demonstrate that a given
design contributes to reaching a given democratic value. This level of confidence in digital tools cannot
possibly be achieved by trial-and-error. It requires a valid theoretical argument about why a given
design decision has a desired consequence, as well as the empirical research necessary to empirically
support the theoretical argument.

Fortunately, various scientific disciplines provide a rich toolbox of theoretical models, formal meth-
ods, and empirical approaches that have proven effective in rigorously developing scientific under-
standing of complex social systems and computational artifacts. We argue that these tools need to
be applied to the development of digital democracy in order to rigorously anticipate the consequences
of design decisions and to best implement democratic values in software. Below, we outline the three
methodological pillars of the scientific approach to digital democracy we argue for in this position
paper: modeling, behavioral experiments, observational studies.

Why formal and computational models? First, we argue that mathematical and computational
models are key for the development of digital tools for digital democratic participation. Rather than
developing theoretical arguments based on intuition, formal approaches use logic, mathematics, and
computational methods to develop valid theory. In particular when the system under investigation is
complex, formal modeling allows one to test the logical validity of one’s intuition and to rigorously
demonstrate that a given theoretical argument is valid [LMXF22, Sch06, Eps08]. This theoretical
transparency is a value in and of itself, especially in the context of the development of democratic
tools. Furthermore, mathematical analysis allows one to explore in detail the extent to which results
rest on any one of their assumptions. In this way, formal methods allow one to move beyond intuition
to a fine-grained understanding of a problem space. This is especially useful for the analysis of the
algorithms powering digital democracy systems [BCE+16]. But besides these general methodological
points, there are three more concrete functions of formal methods that specifically match our purposes.

First, considering that democracy is already under pressure, we deem it critical to deploy digital
tools only when one is confident that they satisfy core democratic values and do not generate undesired
effects. The public and scholarly debates about filter bubbles, social bots, and fake news on online
social networks illustrate that seemingly innocent design decisions in digital tools can have highly
unexpected yet impactful consequences. These issues will likely be amplified further by the ever
faster inclusion of artificial intelligence components in more and more areas of life and the fact that
the behavior of existing AI systems is typically not well understood, let alone formally verifiable.
Formal methods that are carefully tailored to the application contexts they represent, on the other
hand, enable one to demonstrate mathematically how envisioned design satisfies democratic criteria,
such as fairness, equity, and representation. Furthermore, models that are carefully calibrated to the
application domain they represent make it possible to gain insights into digital democracy tools before
they are actually deployed in order to anticipate undesired effects. In other words, formal methods
make it possible to demonstrate to citizens and decision makers that digital tools meet the democratic
desiderata expected from them even before they are actually deployed.
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Second, approaches to digital democracy that rely exclusively on real-life experimentation can be
fundamentally limited. A central problem is that experiments with digital tools may fail and further
damage citizens’ trust in democratic institutions, in particular when implemented on a large scale.
Unfortunately, there are also limits to the gradual up-scaling of digital participation. As a consequence
of this, it is certainly wise to experiment with digital tools only on a small scale. However, “more is
different” [And72], a notion that can apply to any system that consists of micro-entities exerting
influence on each other. Even within the field of physics, for instance, Anderson famously argued that
the “behavior of large and complex aggregates of elementary particles [. . . ] is not to be understood in
terms of a simple extrapolation of the properties of a few particles. Instead, at each level of complexity
entirely new properties appear” [And72]. This echoes an argument in the social sciences developed
already by Emile Durkheim, one of the founding fathers of sociology, who reasoned that “society is
not the mere sum of individuals, but the system formed by their association represents a specific
reality which has its own characteristics” [Dur16]. Thus, drawing conclusions about the dynamics
in large populations based on observations made in smaller communities is inherently problematic.
Computational models enable extensive experimentation at scale and provide insights into the behavior
of digital democracy tools in large communities that would not be accessible via observations alone.

Third, and related to the above point, formal methods allow one to study counterfactuals and
to systematically improve digital tools without experimenting in real life. A formal model that has
been carefully calibrated to a specific empirical setting can function as a so-called “digital twin”, a
computational model that mimics all relevant aspects of the real system it is supposed to represent
[TQ19]. NASA, for instance, developed digital twins of their space vehicles since they cannot be
investigated once deployed in space. What is more, copies on Earth are of limited use, since they are
not exposed to the harsh environment of space. Digital models of their vehicles, however allow one
to simulate how they cope for instance with radiation. Thus, digital twins can be used to predict
dynamics of a system without studying the real system. Moreover, aspects that cannot be changed
in the real system can be manipulated in the digital twin without ethical, technological, or financial
limits. Comparing the digital twin with these counter-factual siblings allows one to rigorously quantify
differences between the two models. In the context of digital democracy tools, for instance, one could
use a digital twin that has been carefully calibrated to deliberation dynamics in small groups and
study dynamics in much bigger systems with millions of virtual users. AI systems, in particular large
language models, can be of help here (e.g., [BCS+22, FGP+23]), but their use in scientific studies also
poses novel challenges of explainability and reproducibility.

Why behavioral experiments? At the heart of research on human behavior is the ability to run
behavioral experiments, that is, studies in which factors aremanipulated across experimental conditions
in a study with participants typically drawn by random sampling, so as to afford generalization of
results to a wider population. Experimental manipulation of putatively relevant factors is what allows
one to infer causal effects, whose presence or absence (and effect sizes) are typically ascertained through
the use of inferential statistics.

Behavioral experiments vary with respect to how precisely individual ‘factors’ are isolated and how
‘random’ the sampling of the study sample is. At one end of the spectrum, laboratory studies allow
careful stimulus control. Thus, in conjunction with judicious sampling of participants, laboratory
studies allow one to eliminate confounding variables. However, this degree of control may come at the
expense of so-called ‘ecological validity’, that is, the extent to which the laboratory task still matches
the conditions experienced ‘in the wild’. This may limit the transferability of results obtained under
tightly controlled laboratory conditions to real world settings. At the other end of the spectrum, field
studies conduct experimental manipulations ‘in the wild’, with limitations on experimental control
and sampling. There is, arguably, no such thing as a ‘perfect experiment’ or a ‘perfect experimental
design’, as a result. Rather, results from behavioral experiments are strongest where they can draw
on convergence across methods.

Importantly, the digital environments of behavioral experiments can conveniently reflect real world
‘digital environments’ to a greater extent than is possible for many other domains of inquiry, simply
because digital tools can be used to simulate the very environments of interest even where those
environments are not actually present. At the same time, experimental conditions can be created to
match most closely either the real world or a particular model chosen to study the system (more on
this below). In this context, behavioral experiments serve to connect micro and macro behaviors of a
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digital system.
A further feature of behavioral experiments that is utilized particularly within economics and be-

havioral economics is the possibility of incentives. Psychologists and economists disagree somewhat
on the need for providing explicit incentives for participants in behavioral experiments [Rea05]. Re-
gardless of how one comes down on the issue of whether behavioral experiments should be incentivized
as a matter of course or not, incentives offer an important additional tool: incentives make decisions
meaningful by including utilities, and this allows one to study preferences and the intensity of those
preferences. Incentivized experiments allow researchers to measure and experimentally manipulate in-
dividuals’ preferences with great precision. Specifically, when a behavior is made costly but is engaged
in nevertheless, there is strong evidence that there is a motive. Furthermore, by varying those costs,
one can determine how strong the motive is. In the context of building a science of digital democ-
racy, this means, for example, that one can measure the degree to which individuals consider certain
decision-making processes unfair. Yet, people are motivated by different things: financial incentives,
status, reputation, altruism, higher meaning, religion, ideology, loyalty, and so forth. How much does
habituation matter? Could children be socialized into lifelong democratic participation by engaging
(and empowering) them early on in matters that affect their lives? Beyond families, could schools,
as a form of civics education, involve children in context-appropriate decision-making and instruct
them in idea formulation, deliberation, decision-making, and voting? Experimental designs in digital
democracy should incorporate awareness of these factors.

One important difficulty, finally, for the context of an empirical science of digital democracy is that
fully understanding human behavior in a collective may also require experiments with groups. Such
experiments are vastly more costly, both from a logistical and a resource perspective, than experiments
involving individual participants alone. In particular, what from the perspective of statistical analy-
sis was an individual, is now replaced by a group. Given that the need for statistical power (which
characterizes sample sizes required to detect a given level of empirical effect) will often require sample
sizes that place a considerable financial burden on experimenters (for participant payments and incen-
tives), theoretically desired experiments with groups may often not be realisable in practice. This is
exacerbated by the possibility of ‘more is different’ phenomena highlighted above, whereby studying a
small to medium-sized group may not all translate readily to the dynamics of larger groups.

Coupling simulations with experimental studies to derive suitable ‘digital twins’ is one way of
addressing these challenges. Another path forward may lie in the future creation of shared large scale
resources, a kind of CERN for the study of information environments, that would involve the creation of
online platforms that are available for experimental testing [LSG+20, WS22]. Yet another alternative
is to draw on the complementary strengths of non-experimental, observational, methods.

Why observational studies? Observational studies lack the defining features of experiments: an
experimental manipulation. This makes them less suited to identifying causal effects, although statis-
tical methods exist to aid causal inference from observational data [Bre22]. This limitation is com-
pensated for by the richness that qualitative data can provide, including its typically greater external
validity: observing a behavior in a real-world context does not suffer the same problems of distortion
that the development of a tightly controlled experimental stimulus may entail. Consequently, observa-
tional studies may help identify and understand limitations of behavioral experiments and simulations
via computational models.

Observational studies, too, come in many forms and may be either qualitative or quantitative.
Among the latter, the analysis of social media data is a natural element for the study of digital democ-
racy. Here, the burgeoning field of computational social science [FMK22] has provided many studies
seeking to understand how and why information spreads in online communities (see e.g., [VRA18],
but see also [BCH21] on the methodological difficulties). Furthermore, such data may connect quite
readily with measures used to evaluate computational simulations. At the same time, it is important to
remember the limitations inherent in the samples that are available for study by researchers, although
recent legislative developments such as the EU’s Digital Services Act have also sought to widen the
accessibility to researchers of data obtained by large social media companies [NC22].

We end by stressing that we ultimately not only need to use all the above methods, but that we should
think about how they can be most effectively deployed in concert. That is an important methodological
aspect of the research agenda that needs to be developed, albeit one which is not pursued further in
this paper.
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3 Towards a research agenda

In what follows we outline, in some detail, six research challenges that we consider particularly salient.
These challenges have been defined by working groups at the Lorentz Center Workshop on “Algorithmic
Technology for Democracy”, which prompted this position paper. Such challenges constitute a starting
point, and by no means an exhaustive list. At the same time, they exemplify well the complexities of
digital democracy research that we identified above.

3.1 Equality in digital democracy

Equality may be considered one of the raisons d’être of democracy. In this view, democracy is not
an end in itself, but rather a means for people to have equal standing in all aspects of the political
decision-making process. Accordingly, the success of a process—including a digital one—in providing
such equality should be one of the key measures by which it is evaluated, critiqued, and corrected.
Traditional democracies have practical limitations on granting equality throughout the entire political
process, hence they typically make do by providing citizens with the right to elect their representatives
every few years. Some democracies provide also citizens with due process to initiate new legislation,
including amendments to the constitution, as well to annul any legislation passed by their elected
representatives—the parliament. As already observed by political scientists in the 60s [Mil69, Tul67],
digital democracy has no such practical limitations, and therefore may open for investigation all aspects
and components of the political decision process regarding whether and how they respect equality
when being conducted in the digital realm. For concreteness, we list some key such components of the
decision-making process below:

Equality in agenda setting. Decisions on what proposals to vote upon, and in what order, may
have tremendous impact on the final outcome of the political process. How can the power to set the
agenda and to make proposals be shared equally among all participants? [BSST21]

Equality in deliberation and coalition formation. Similarly, processes that precede a binding
vote can also have tremendous impact on the final outcome. How can deliberative processes, which may
include negotiations on amendments to proposals to be voted upon and the formation of coalitions
behind proposals or behind amendments to existing proposals, be structured in an egalitarian way,
giving all participants an equal footing in the process? [EGST21]

Equality in decision making. How can we ensure one person – one vote in the digital realm?
Fake and duplicate digital identities (aka Sybils), coercion, bribery, and fraud are all possible also
in the physical realm, but their risk is amplified in the digital realm [MTSS22]. In this context,
a crucial issue for the development of digital democracy is to understand how digital participatory
processes should interact with standard institutions of representative democracy. One may also ask
which votes, or decisions, should be taken via direct open digital processes, and which ones via the
standard representative institutions: what should be the division of labor between digital democracy
and representative democracy?

3.2 The rule-tool-user nexus in digital democracy

Collective decision making is the main building block of democracy. In a process of collective decision
making, a group of people (or agents) interact by exchanging arguments or by expressing opinions
about some issues at stake, and they submit certain data to a mechanism, e.g., by filling in a ballot.
A final decision is usually produced by tallying—transforming this information into a result via a
voting rule, e.g. by aggregating ballots. In cases where the decision-making process is supported by
a platform, agents act via their user profiles, while deliberation and tallying are carried out through
a voting tool. The three main components of digital collective decisions—the users, the rule, and
the tool—are not independent [TKGH23]. Their behavior relies on the existence of each other: they
anticipate feedback and (should) respond to it. As in every complex system, governing forces are the
feedback mechanisms and not the particular elements of the system in isolation. Importantly, although
agents that form opinions and make decisions together within groups take part in a complex system as
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well, social influence and collective decision making have so far been studied separately. By treating
digital collective decisions as a complex system, we improve our understanding of their properties and
capabilities, and enable further progress on the platforms where they take place.

User–user interaction Digital collective decisions are not simply the result of voting rules applied
to some fixed ballots submitted by the users of a platform. Users often behave strategically, deliberate,
and influence each other; their preferences that lead to the ballot formation are subject to complex
processes of social dynamics, which are magnified in digital contexts and may severely bias the outcome.
Online anonymity facilitates the expression of extreme opinions and sustains polarization, while social
networks entail the risk of information bubbles that damage diversity of information diets [KM22,
FGR16]. When collective decisions are at stake, imitation effects might increase the predictability of
results due to easy consensus, or decrease it due to multistability or oscillatory behavior [TIY+13,
LN18, GK18, FMF+17, BLT22]. Many relevant research questions arise: How should a digital voting
process be designed to benefit from positive social-influence effects and mitigate negative ones? Are
collective decisions vulnerable to cross-platform interaction of the users? How can digital platforms for
collective decisions encourage information-seekers and disincentivize fake news? How do we identify
and prevent vote manipulation, in groups with strong tendencies to either grow together or grow apart?

User–rule interaction As long as the goal of digital platforms for collective decisions is to support
the open, equal, and transparent participation of everyone, the voting rules employed must ideally
account for user heterogeneity. Users may differ in terms of their strategic or collaborative behavior,
motivation, and their perception of axioms. This should be considered when trying to build rules that
are hard to manipulate, and rules that provide incentives for participation. In social choice work to
date, well-known impossibility results rely on strong assumptions of homogeneity [CK02], but in digital
contexts assumptions about a group of users should be directly linked to the platform in which the
decisions take place: for example, a platform that requires several steps for registration will naturally
attract more motivated users, while a platform that allows a user to create multiple accounts may
increase strategic behavior. Most importantly, the relation between a voting rule and a group of users
is usually considered one-way: the users provide the input to the rule. But the other direction of
the relation is also important: the rule can affect the users, steering them towards a specific type
of ballots and preferences [VdSLB13] (for instance, a rule that asks for approval ballots will more
likely incite binary preferences than a rule that asks for complete rankings). A rule may be perceived
by a user through three lenses: the axioms it satisfies (i.e., reflection of the user requirements in
the properties [Pro19]), the procedure it follows (i.e., cognitive simplicity and explainability of the
procedure [BEN22]), or the outcome it produces. Examining closely the interaction between users and
rule highlights several research gaps, on both the theoretical and the empirical front: What are the
potentially heterogeneous attributes of users? What are the multiple values or forms they may take?
Which of them could possibly be influenced by the voting context? How does the conceptual goal of
a voting rule relate with its mathematical definition?

User–tool–rule interaction In the digital world, voting rules are implemented in the form of tools.
At the least, these tools let users set up decision problems, list options, and fill in their secret ballots,
before performing the tallying and reporting the results. A tool might offer several different ways
for filling ballots, e.g., specifying an integer rank for each option or dragging options up and down
to specify a ranking. For voting rules where an effective use of one’s ballot depends on beliefs about
others, the tool might help in forming these beliefs, e.g., by providing voters with voting data and letting
them adjust their ballot once, several times, or as often as necessary until some deadline. Software
tools can be designed to provide quite varying user experiences [HT06]. The choice of language and
terminology and the overall visual design (colors, fonts, imagery, etc.) might induce framing effects
and prime user behavior in certain ways, e.g., to be more cooperative or competitive, individual- or
social-value oriented, honest or strategic, process- or outcome-oriented, etc. [CV19, GZY+13, Her86,
DMP15]. Design details during voting or deliberation such as the order of questions, hints or nudges,
or information on other users’ behavior can influence users in wanted, unwanted, or unpredictable ways
[KA87, Sun14, CJK+19]. Being the main interface between users and voting rules, voting tools need
to be understood and designed properly, to assess and improve the impact of digital democracy. We
locate a number of imperative research questions: How can or should a certain formal rule be turned
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into a tool? Which of potentially several equivalent representations of its input, algorithm, and output
shall be chosen? How can usage data from a tool be exploited to assess quantitative formal properties
of a voting rule (such as welfare or satisfaction metrics, frequencies of axiom violations or strategic
behavior, degree of engagement, etc.) and test related theoretical claims? How can data from tools
implementing different rules be used to advance theory (e.g., by suggesting additional formal criteria,
ballot designs, or more complex game-theoretical models of a decision rule in the context of certain
interactions)?

3.3 Citizens as users: preference elicitation in digital democracy

Understanding citizens’ preferences is arguably one of the primary goals of any digital democracy
platform. Elicitation is the process of extracting or producing information, often in reaction to a query
or question. When applied to preferences, such a process includes preference formation, since users
may not be aware of their preferences before being asked. Preference elicitation is the point of contact
between the users and the democratic procedures they engage with. The quality and quantity of the
collected preference data—and of the democratic process following—heavily depend on such points of
contact. One should not be surprised then to see a vast literature on elicitation in closely related fields
such as voting theory and computational social choice, multi-criteria decision analysis, recommender
systems, and automated negotiation [LGLA14, MP15, BNPS21, BG15, GPSO12].

Formalizing preference elicitation protocols Elicitation is supposed to track users’ preferences
on a set of proposals (or alternatives, or candidates), which may be described by features. Users can
also have beliefs on other users’ preferences, and may be not be aware of the existence of all propos-
als. An elicitation protocol is a sequence of elicitation actions that extracts information from users
and represents it in a computationally-friendly format, designed towards the solution of a collective
decision problem. Elicitation actions can take the form of explicit queries on preferences, e.g., asking
users to specify which is their top-preferred proposal, approving a set of proposals, expressing pair-
wise comparisons. Other elicitation actions are: collecting preferences at the level of features of the
proposals; eliciting awareness or belief about other users’ preferences; asking whether given proposals
share certain features; asking users about the expected benefit of a proposal.

However, a fundamental problem of preference elicitation via any form of communication is that an
individual’s actual preferences are mental states that are not directly measurable, and in most contexts
where preferences are elicited, individuals might have incentives to misrepresent their preferences,
either due to strategic interaction with other individuals’ preferences via some form of collective choice
mechanism, or due to social-psychological effects related to social image, expectations about desired
behavior, fears of punishment, etc. As a consequence, stated preferences might differ systematically
and in complex ways from actual preferences.

Research challenges The use of digital tools in democracy allows for collective choices over large
and possibly complex sets of alternatives. Elicitation protocols thus need to take into consideration the
high computational and communication costs on the protocol side, but also constrain the cognitive load
and the time effort on the users’ side. Another related issue is the handling of incomplete preferences,
which may occur due to several reasons, such as the high cognitive load required for submitting
complete preferences but also due to other factors such as general imperfect knowledge. Transfer and
inference of preferences, either in time or between individuals, might be a viable solution here. Also,
ethical considerations must be taken into account, such as biases in the elicitation protocol and in the
inference of preferences.

3.4 Political representation and digital democracy

Representation is a core democratic value [Mil24, Man09, LP20, Rae67, Lij90, MANC23] but it is yet
to be understood in a more detailed way to be operationalized in digital tools. Whatever form digital
democracy takes, it will need to be able to credibly claim to represent the citizens it serves and to
work along traditional, as well as novel, institutions of political representation.
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Innovation in representation mechanisms There is no shortage of innovative proposals to
change how representative bodies are selected around the world. For example, some propose to se-
lect representatives at random (a.k.a. sortition) [Bou20], to elect them through transitive delegations
(a.k.a. liquid democracy) [BZ16, Val21], or to drastically increase the size of parliaments (see, e.g.,
https://thirty-thousand.org). Each proposed method has its benefits and drawbacks; however,
we lack a systematic way to evaluate and compare them. Specifically, while there are numerous works
in computer science and political science analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of specific methods,
principled comparisons are rare.12

Research challenges We call for the development of a unified framework to formulate and compare
innovative and traditional mechanisms for selecting representative bodies on a more principled basis.
Having formulated different mechanisms within the same framework then offers the possibility to
formulate various desiderata (that is, democratic values) in the same framework. While we believe
that comparisons from different perspectives are possible and, in fact, urgently needed, we argue
for the development of an axiomatic view on selection mechanisms, drawing inspiration from the
rich social choice literature on voting rules. Notably, the focus of such an approach would not be
on finding the “ideal” representation system. We rather envision building a navigator that maps
selection mechanisms to axioms. We advocate for building a coherent picture of the advantages and
disadvantages of competing selection proposals based on carefully crafted axioms to gear public debates
towards what kind of trade-offs societies are facing, instead of continuing to argue for competing
selection mechanisms on disconnected grounds. First steps on this line of research have been presented
in [RBC+23].

3.5 Democratic deliberation and digital democracy

Digital democracy has the potential to involve large parts of a population or organization in rich
processes of deliberation that go way beyond online petitions or voting. As contemporary online social
media demonstrate, however, digital discussion does not necessarily promote democracy and can even
foster discrimination, hate speech, and the spread of disinformation. Designing platforms that can
truly foster democratic deliberation is a formidable challenge that requires substantial research efforts
to succeed at scale.

From e-petitions to online deliberation and decision-making Digital democracy can grow
to include rich dimensions of deliberative interaction: from agenda setting to opinion formation to
decision-making. Many platforms aim to facilitate deliberation, while others take a voting only ap-
proach [SBBM17]. Deliberation fosters an understanding of the complex nature of a given issue, and
contributes to informed decision-making. However, all too often, the opportunity to reach a decision is
missed, and deliberation remains inconsequential. That’s why some platforms opt for a combination of
deliberation and voting. It should be noted that the result of the vote need not be a binding decision,
but may also have an impact as a collective recommendation of the electorate. This requires research
on how to legitimately embed credible citizen participation into the representative system. Similar to
the voting systems discussed in the previous section on political representation, different voting systems
can be deployed to realize decision-making on the issues at stake: from single-winner (selecting one
alternative out of many) to multi-winner (selecting some alternatives out of many [FSST17]). When
multiple winners are selected, quite different goals may be pursued. Lackner and Skowron [FSST17]
mention three principles: ‘individual excellence’, ‘proportionality’, and ‘diversity’. Voting systems and
preference aggregation algorithms in general have a variety of additional properties that may make
them especially suitable for use in specific contexts, but less so in others. A principled understanding
of how to map the properties of these voting systems to their envisioned context of use is an ongoing
challenge of great relevance for the development of digital democracy platforms that can support large
scale deliberation and decision-making. These issues become even more pressing when considering
decision making in richer settings such as, e.g., participatory budgeting.

12The few existing exceptions mostly focus on epistemic aspects, the robustness of representation, and majority
agreement [AHALT22, GA15, GGIM22, AM19].
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Algorithmically-supported deliberation Scaling up deliberation to large groups interacting on-
line and asynchronously requires algorithmic solutions to several problems [VP17, BKNS22, SIM+22a,
Lan22, Mik24]. We mention two such problems to illustrate the point. First, views from participants,
and reactions to other participants’ views, should be collected. Many examples exist. For example,
the Deliberatorium [Kle11] is a web-based system that allows people to share ideas, to add supporting
and attacking arguments for ideas, and to vote on these. It combines ideas from argumentation theory
and social computing to help large numbers of people, distributed in space and time, combine their
insights to find well-founded solutions for complex problems. Similarly, one may combine ideation and
negotiation [FIK17]. For an overview, see [SIM+22b]. However, in a large deliberation, no user can
possibly comment on all views expressed by others, so the problem arises of what views to present to
each user (sometimes called ‘opinion routing’ problem [SBE+21]). Second, users need to be presented
with some form of real-time overview of the state of the deliberation. Here, voting algorithms with
diversity or proportionality guarantees can again play an important role as equitable mechanisms for
information-processing [BKNS14, SLB+17, HKP+23]. For both the above problems the question arises
of how participants can be certain that the algorithms deployed in the process respond to democratic
desiderata [VdP13]: are all views and participants given equitable representations? Similarly, tran-
sitive proxies, i.e., liquid democracy, can be used as a mechanism to support large-scale democratic
deliberations. LiquidFeedback, for example, uses transitive proxies as an empowerment for debate
during the structured deliberation, to faciliate collective moderation, to determine the viable voting
options, and for the final decision-making.

Modeling and measuring deliberation Work in deliberative democracy initiated in philosophy
and the political sciences in the 1970s (e.g., [Raw71, Hab04]) and strengthened in the 1990s (e.g.,
[Dry00]). But it is in recent years that it found its way into practice by inspiring several democratic
experiments such as citizens assemblies, which we already mentioned earlier [VR16, FSDB21]. Unlike
for voting, however, we still lack a principled understanding of how deliberative processes should be
designed [KJ97, Piv19], especially online. We even lack a basic toolbox of how to approach this kind
of design problem, because we still lack suitable models of deliberative processes. Models exist that
address specific features of deliberative processes, e.g.,: opinion change, consensus, meta-consensus
[LLFM13, EGST21]; issue identification and clarification [LLFM13, Lis18]; decision-making improve-
ment [Piv17, DP21]; agenda setting [REdH21]; information exchange and persuasion [GR08, CH23].
However, no sufficiently comprehensive model exists to date that could provide a basis for design or
validation efforts. Similarly, no consolidated method exists to date for assessing the quality of de-
liberation [BDMW18]. Some metrics have been proposed both in the deliberative democracy (e.g.,
Discourse Quality Index [SBSS03] or the Deliberative Reasons Index [NVE+22]) and computer science
literature [SCG13], but they are still either too abstract or hard to deploy in practice at scale.

Social psychology of deliberating groups Cooperation among individuals and a certain level
of adherence to norms are vital for a group to work with mutual advantage of their members and,
ultimately, for a society to thrive. The convention by which everybody should drive on the same side
of the road is beneficial for everybody (although neither right-hand nor left-hand drive is intrinsically
good or bad). Very often, spontaneous coordination emerges even in absence of written rules or
external constraints [HHP17], and may lead to results that outclass individual efforts, as witnessed
by many instances of the so-called wisdom of crowds phenomenon [Sur05]. At the same time, social
sciences witness a host of examples of suboptimal or even catastrophic coordination, where failure
is to be ascribed, quite to the contrary, to the presence of the group. Students may avoid asking a
question in public not to be perceived as the one who did not understand, while clarifications would
be beneficial for everybody [KAJ31]. A desire for acceptance, belonging, or to prove one’s loyalty
may equally undermine individually rational responses. Such a collective blackout, also labelled as
pluralistic ignorance, is in fact omnipresent in daily life [JO86]. People often adapt to the behavior
of other group members in a way that results in so-called informational cascades, where people follow
each other in line with the first one heading to disaster. This type of behavior may have effects at
least as big as the bursting of market bubbles [EK10].

Folklore explanations for such problematic group dynamics are that humans are inherently irrational
or at least very bounded. However, formal approaches to the study of these phenomena have shown
that bad informational cascades may occur even among individuals that reason in the best possible
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way given the circumstances [BHW92]. The same holds as well for pluralistic ignorance [PO14] and
many other detrimental group behaviors, the occurrence of which is in fact consistent with assuming
that individuals are rational. Cooperation and cohesion among certain groups in diverse societies is
not a given [EG18]. Political, ethnic, and racial group-based hierarchies coupled with discriminatory
attitudes and a preference for excluding other groups from power leads to decreased cooperation and
hampers cooperation [EG18, HHPW07].

All detrimental group phenomena mentioned above are in some measure due to a lack of respect,
trust, and communication among individuals in specific situations. As a consequence, one may think
that this is the cause of trouble: once barriers are down, then everything should work. Unfortunately,
this is not quite the case. Indeed, collective disasters may occur also because of abundance of infor-
mation exchanged among individuals. This holds for many instances of groupthink [Jan83] and group
polarization [Sto61, MZ69]. In such cases, it is highly possible that initial errors get magnified by a
dynamics similar to informational cascades, but this is certainly not due to lack of information circu-
lating. In general, the quantity of information circulating is a relevant factor in the emergence of both
good and bad opinion dynamics. Yet, how the two things are related is highly context-dependent, and
easy generalizations such as “lack of exchange = bad dynamics” cannot be easily made.

Social psychology for digital deliberation design Considerations like the above are even more
relevant in the context of designing tools for digital democracy. Here, the question is not simply about
designing a performance-optimizing architecture: an additional issue is that the design of the platform
should respect specific desiderata such as transparency and openness, which we mentioned earlier.

Furthermore, a large body of knowledge provided by psychologists, social scientists and behavioral
economists needs to be taken into account and framed against a specific normative constraint for de-
sign. This holds not only for the case of openness and the quantity of information, but as well for
other desiderata and dimensions. The structure of the network of communication in which individuals
interact may heavily influence opinion dynamics [Bar16, New18]. In many cases limited connectedness
among agents may even enhance the performance of a group and limit the effect of detrimental dy-
namics. Again, this fact needs to be taken into account when planning a mechanism where diversity is
a normative constraint, i.e., the possibility for everyone to access alternative views. Social psychology
also witnesses many instances of overthinking and the paradox of choice [Sch04], where evidence shows
that choices among too many alternatives may affect the consumers’ preferences and induce subop-
timal choices [Che03]. In the context of discussion about digital democracy, this suggests that also
the normative ideal of representativity has problematic aspects that need to be taken into account.
In general, the message is that design guided by näıve optimism can have strong side effects and that
normative ideals need to be carefully balanced against psychological realism.

3.6 Digital democracy, identities and grassroots digital communities

In this last subsection we point to a key implementation issue of digital democracy: digital identities.
The more our democracies rely on digital tools, the more crucial the provision and management of the
digital identities of citizens become. When one has a unique digital identifier, how much one wants
to reveal about oneself might depend highly on a given context and particular goals of the digital
democracy applications one engages with [Prz17]. There is, however, to this date only very little
research on the very notion of digital identities and on the tools that could facilitate and maintain
them in a democratic way. Therefore, the research question that this problem raises is: How could we
create and manage digital identities in a democratic way? What are technological hurdles in doing so,
and where can technology enable such identity creation?

The core underlying problem lies in the nature of digital identities and their proneness to being
copied or even invented from scratch. If, depending on one’s computational resources, one can duplicate
one’s opinions or votes at will, then there always needs to be some external authority or institution
that validates identities, checks for duplicates and filters them out. State-supported digital identities
to access public services are by now supported and used worldwide and have developed further in
response to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Whether and how such identifiers could
or should be used in the democratic setting (e.g., even just for electronic voting) is an important matter
of study as the legitimacy of any decision that relies on digital identities will necessarily depend on
the trustworthiness of those identities.
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Alternatively to the institution-based approach to the validation of digital identities, research has
focused also on how to provide trustworthy digital identities in a decentralized fashion and for grassroots
digital communities: a bottom-up approach to the provision of digital identities that would seem to be
impossible from the get-go. In particular, research on sybil-resilient social choice [SST19, TMLS09] and
trust-based communities [PSST19, TMLS09] suggests that digital identities in grassroots communities
could be based on a system of trust among community’s participants. For example, existing members
of a digital community could personally vouch for incoming participants, confirming their identity and
the fact that the person is “real”. Said approach would ensure that acceptance of new members is
based on mutual trust without rules that need to be enforced by a centralized authority. This would, in
turn, facilitate the self-organization of communities [PSST21] and support egalitarian decision making
including decisions concerning community management [SST20] and its fundamental rules of conduct,
or constitution [AST21]. This type of digital identities blueprint would thus be especially suitable
for digital democracy applications implemented by grassroots civic communities. Such a bottom-up,
trust-based approach may resonate with otherwise disenfranchised citizens by facilitating the self-
organization of digital civic participation.

It should be clear that at the moment, we are still far from a democratic ideal of digital par-
ticipation, be it institution-based or grassroots. The predominant contemporary vehicle for online
democratic participation are social media platforms whose workings are inherently autocratic: they
are closed-source and are controlled, in one way or another, by a central authority (the company own-
ing the system) that does not respond to any democratic oversight from its users. Any form of digital
democracy mediated by such platforms makes citizens inevitably and strongly dependent on whoever
controls those systems [BLR21, For21, MT18].

4 Closing words

Digital democracy is increasingly perceived by citizens and public authorities as a technology that
could offer a viable vehicle for more citizen-responsive policy making. As such, it holds the promise
of readdressing—at least in part—the growing societal discontent towards the way democracy is being
practiced today. Yet, we know too little still about how social interaction and decision-making mediated
by digital technology actually works: what are its pitfalls and how digital technology could be leveraged
to foster democratic ideals in the decision-making processes of our societies.

If digital democracy is to meet its promise, we need a much more robust understanding of it as
a socio-technical system. In this paper we motivated and outlined a long-term research program of
interdisciplinary science that can provide the missing foundations for the responsible development of
a transparent, open and fit-for-purpose digital democratic infrastructure for our societies.
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